To further improve network survivability, we arrayed the sensors in rings fitted with entrance nodes to route light into the rings (see Figure 4) . We designed two types of entrance nodes: the first allowing light to be transmitted either clockwise or counterclockwise, and the second dividing the light into two parts, each transmitting half the sensor input.
Our basic sector network model has the additional advantage of being easily expanded to a larger scale. Figure 5 shows an expanded sensor network divided into three tiers, each of which contains a basic sector sub-network. Light transmitted from RN1 passes node RN4, enters main node RN5 of the second level, and proceeds to RN8 before entering main node RN9 of the third level. The main nodes must be redesigned to balance the power reflected among the sensors of different levels.
Increasing the lifetime of a sensor network requires addressing the survivability problem. Our new model addresses both network survivability and expansibility issues. Our next step will be to design a medium-access control protocol (MAC) adapted to our model. 
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